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D. ANSWER THE QUESTIONS IN BRIEF. 
 
Q1. Explain the term “renaissance”. 
A1. Renaissance means revival or rebirth of a culture and civilization. The 
Renaissance was a movement characterized by a new spirit in the field of art, 
literature, architecture, philosophy, science and politics.  
 
Q2. Briefly explain the meaning of the term, humanism. 
A2.  Humanism is a belief that human needs, values, desire, emotions and life on 
earth are more important than religious beliefs, divine and life after death which 
was important during the medieval period. Humanism is a philosophy or a way of 
thinking about the world. 
 
Q3. Who created the statue of David? 
A3. Michelangelo, an Italian painter, sculptor, architect and poet created the 
statue of David.  
 
Q4. How did Renaissance paintings differ from earlier paintings? 
A4. In the medieval period artists mainly painted scenes or portraits inspiored by 
religious ideas and the divine. But during the renaissance period art was inspired 
by the spirit of humanism and the paintings were natural and realistic based on 
artist’s observation. 
 
Q5. What was the Counter – Reformation? 
A5. The Counter – reformation was an internal reform movement within the 
Catholic Church which started as a response to the spread of Protestantism.  
 
 
E. ANSWER THE QUESTIONS IN DETAIL. 
 
Q1. What was the impact of renaissance on Europe and the world? 
A1. The spirit of inquiry led to many inventions and discoveries, which in turn 
improved the quality of life. While many artists and thinkers used their 
talents to express new ideas, some Europeans took to the seas to learn 
more about the world around them. Voyagers launched expeditions to 
travel the entire globe. They discovered new shipping routes to the 



Americas, India and the Far East. Scientific discoveries led to major shifts in 
thinking. During this period Artists strived to depict people and objects in a 
true-to-life way. Architects studied mathematics to accurately engineer 
and design immense buildings with expansive domes. 
 
Q2. Explain the main features of the Renaissance.  
A2. Main characteristics of the Renaissance include:- 
i). Rediscovery, especially through expanded trade, which furthered access to 
knowledge of ancient Greece and Rome.  
ii). An emphasis on secularism emerged as well, especially in terms of man.  
iii). The printing press led to increased knowledge about the past, and the rise of 
nation-languages, such as English, French, and German, led to nationalism instead 
of Christendom. 
iv). Science, philosophy, and art rose to prominence, which heavily impacted the 
socio-economic, political, and cultural climate of Europe and the world. 
v). Instead of being conceived as a weak, sinful creature lorded over by a wrathful 
God, man was now seen as God's greatest creation. 
 
Q3. Write a short note on the progress made in the field of science and 
technology during the renaissance. 
A3. The Renaissance period led to many important discoveries and progress in the 
fields of science and technology. 

 
                                       



Q4. What were the causes of the Reformation? 

A4. The causes of the reformation are as follows:- 

 

  



 


